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Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Let’s go to our main item and welcome Alan Benson and Steve Howlett.  You 
are here in two capacities, aren’t you, Steve?   
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I am Chair of G15 which 
is the group of London’s largest housing associations with about 410,000 homes and one in ten 
Londoners.  Also I am Chief Executive of Peabody. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  We are very, very interested to know what the Mayor’s intentions are with 
regard to revising the Housing Strategy so we thought we might start with that. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It is not as simple a question to answer, we have found over 
recent months, as I would wish.  The statutory requirements for the Housing Strategy were set out in 
the GLA Act 2007 and they were fundamentally built upon a strategy that would be delivered in the 
policy context the last Government had towards delivering affordable housing; and there are statutory 
requirements on the Mayor which we are seeking to deliver.  The Mayor is required to produce a 
Strategy and he is required to amend that Strategy.  That Strategy shall contain his funding 
recommendations for delivering new affordable homes and improving existing homes. 
 
Prior to publishing that Strategy formally he is required to consult, firstly with the Assembly, and then 
publicly.  That worked very well under the last Government and the last administration in terms of how 
the affordable housing programme was funded and delivered.  The Government agreed with us a broad 
share of the pot for affordable housing across the whole country.  We then published a draft based 
upon that provision.  Then we negotiated with the Government and the housing corporations and 
registered social landlords (RSLs) about the exact programme to produce a final Strategy based upon 
what that final programme would be. 
 
We are not at all in that position at this stage with the Housing Strategy because the majority of work 
was done to produce the draft Strategy before the finalised spending review.  We are all doing it now 
post spending review and we are doing it now in a position where the Government is in the process, as 
we are with the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA), of negotiating the affordable rented product. 
 
What we have been trying to get legal advice on is how we retrofit the new affordable housing 
programme with the Mayor’s statutory requirements of producing a new Housing Strategy.  It is quite 
difficult to do because they do not naturally gel in terms of meeting our statutory requirements. 
 
We will need to revise the Housing Strategy, as far as we can see.  The previous Strategy set out the 
funding recommendations for 2008 to 2011 with some nod to what we want in 2011/12 both for new 
homes, for the affordable rented programme, and for decent homes.  We will need to produce an 
updated strategy to set out what we want to achieve for the next four years. 
 
There are many other bits and pieces within the Strategy; other policies there.  There is a choice of 
mobility on rough sleeping, on moves out of London to take into account devolution of the new 
powers to the Mayor and the bringing together of housing regeneration functions in one place.  These 
should all be reflected in an updated version of the Strategy. 
 



What I am waiting for is the formal legal advice from Transport for London (TfL) about how we try to 
fit that with our requirement to consult on the draft and consult on the final Strategy.  At this point I 
am speaking before we have had that formal advice.  The initial advice is that it is all but impossible to 
retrofit the new process for agreeing affordable housing post the spending review and the 
Government’s new policy changes with those stages set out in the GLA Act. 
 
We are in the current position of negotiating with Steve [Howlett] and his colleagues and the housing 
associations what the affordable programme will look like so we cannot be in the position, at this point, 
of consulting on what we want the programme to be because it is a very new product.  It is not like the 
old product where they gave you a grant and that drove all the delivery; this is a product where the 
delivery is driven by what the housing associations or other registered partners can bring to deliver 
affordable housing. 
 
My expectation - and it is only that at the moment; we cannot make any commitment - is that we will 
be looking to produce a revision of the Strategy, or something along those lines, post the process of 
agreeing the programme with housing associations and other partners towards May 2011.  We are 
likely to produce something around May/June/July 2011 for consultation.  I cannot say that for sure 
yet; I wait to see what the legal advice says about how we fit that with our statutory duties. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  That is very helpful.  Now, that has implications then for the London Plan 
because when we were at the end of the examination-in-public (EIP) we were assured that there was 
no need to look again.  We raised the issue that, following the comprehensive spending review and the 
heralding of these reforms, one would need to look again at the London Plan and that was deemed not 
necessary.  How can you do a Housing Strategy which flows from a Plan which flows from a different 
model and a different product? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  That is one additional level of complication of trying to put 
it together.  EIP did not really discuss the affordable rented model per se, at least not in the sessions 
that I was at in the EIP. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  It was discussed whether there should be some changes. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Absolutely.  It did discuss those.  It discussed those 
primarily in the context of the changes to housing benefits.  That came up a number of times.  That 
was discussed at length at the EIP.  The housing benefit changes, of themselves, did not necessitate a 
change in the Plan. 
 
The new Government’s affordable rented product; now we know what it looks like and the Government 
has produced its consultation on a revision of planning policy guidance guidance on affordable housing 
(PPS3) in planning terms we do need to now reflect that in a revised London Plan.  This is all post EIP. 
 
The Government’s consultation on the new PPS3 on defining affordable housing, which includes the 
affordable rented product, is at the moment still out for consultation.  That consultation closes next 
week, I believe.  It is only after that we can see what the Government’s final plans are so we will take a 
view at that point. 
 
There seem to be two policies affected in the London Plan by this.  There are other issues in the Plan 
which we may want to look at separately.  In terms of the affordable rented product there is the 
definition of affordable housing in the Plan.  It is a Plan policy quite clearly.  That will be relatively easy 
to change.  It would not require a new consultation and a new EIP because there is already a 
requirement from the previous EIP to try to ensure, in the London Plan, the definition of affordable 
housing is compliant with PPS3.  If the Government changes PPS3 we can drop that into the Plan.  
That is an already agreed process. 
 



Where we have a problem is in the Plan policy for a 60/40 split of affordable housing between social 
rented and intermediate.  That no longer fits with what the Government is currently consulting on for 
affordable housing, which is that there will be three products in affordable housing; social rented 
housing, intermediate housing and this new affordable rented product, which is explicitly defined as 
not being social rented or intermediate housing.  It is a new product within the affordable housing 
definition.  Therefore, a 60/40 split cannot really hold with that definition. 
 
At this point we cannot definitely say what we would do because the Government has not finished 
consulting on that new definition.  It may change its mind, but if it does adopt the definition that was 
in its consultation document, that in effect in planning law terms trumps because it is later than 
London Plan policy and we will need to think how we reflect that in the Plan before it goes to be 
published after the examination-in-public. 
 
At this stage we are still waiting for the Government to finalise its definition.  I can speculate where it 
might go but we do not know the answer to that yet. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Can we ask what you think it is then, this third category? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The affordable rent model is a rented product, rather like 
social rented homes, but, instead of the rents being set by the national target rent regime, as it is for 
social rented housing, it is set by local affordability criteria, and it can be up to 80% of the market rent 
for that property.  The nominations for that are done in the same way as for social housing; through 
local authority nominations and not, as it would be for the intermediate rented product, through home 
buy agents and through RSLs and other partners and marketing them to the public more generally. 
 
It is a product that looks like intermediate rent in many ways in terms of what the product is but, 
because the nominations come from local authorities, it is a separate category.  The nominations to 
intermediate products - whether it is shared ownership, shared equity, intermediate rent - do not come 
through local authority nominations in the same way, and that is the key difference. 
 
The key point I think the Government is trying to make - and my colleagues in planning are meeting 
the PPS3 team this morning which I would be at if I was not here - is that the affordable rented 
product is there to meet the needs that would otherwise have been met for social rented housing.   
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  There isn’t a third category then?  Social rented is lost?  It becomes the 
affordable rent model. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  No.  Social rented is still there and you can still produce 
social rent both in planning and housing investment terms.  You can still produce homes for social rent 
with the rents set according to the national target rent regime.  People are nominated to those from 
local authorities.  They are creating a new product, affordable rent, which is a separate product, where 
the rents instead are set by the local markets and nominations are still from local authorities.  It is a 
different product in the Government’s mind. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  So less funding. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Nominations for both sectors will come from the same client base -- 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Absolutely. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  -- which last week we heard, from the two housing associations, generally, or 
the majority, had a household income of a maximum of £15,000.  Which means how on earth could 
they say, ‚That is your social rent‛to the conventional tenant for social rent.  Now you are saying that 
the same waiting lists with the same kind of households on them will be there to be nominated for 
affordable rent? 



 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Yes.  Can I say three things on that?  This is Government 
policy I am trying to explain.  It might be good to have someone from the Department for Communities 
and Local Government (CLG) here to try to explain it in detail, rather than me.  I often find myself 
defending Government policy on this and benefits and all sorts of things. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  We are just asking for information. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I am trying to explain.  The second thing is that, yes, it will 
come - you are absolutely right - from the same nominations pool; the pool of people that have been 
nominated as for social rented housing.  At the same time the Government has also published its Fairer 
Future document about changing the way local authorities set their priorities.  Local authorities will 
have far more flexibility about who they nominate into properties than it would have done.  Different 
local authorities, in the spirit of localism, are going to be approaching affordable rent in a different 
way. 
 
I have explicitly heard from some local authorities they will prioritise the affordable rent product for 
people who are in work and working who can more easily afford it, and I have explicitly heard from 
other local authorities they will prioritise people on benefits so they can maximise the benefit take and 
prioritise social rented housing as a reward to those locally in work. 
 
It is yet to be worked through how local authorities deal with this under the new powers they have to 
have much more flexible allocations policies. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  On the plus side you could say it gives more flexibility and on the minus side 
there is going to be less social rented housing? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It is the Government’s explicit intention both in the HCA 
framework for new affordable product for the next four years - it is stated there; it is also stated in the 
introduction to the PPS3 alteration consultation that the majority of the new affordable product 
should be of the affordable rented model, not social rent or intermediate. 
 
It is very much the case in the conversations with Government that it sees social rented as still being 
produced but produced for very specific groups; social rents where you have a regeneration programme 
where you are re-providing social rent you have knocked down or for supported housing or, in some 
cases, in very high rent areas.  You had that discussion with David Montague [Chief Executive, London 
and Quandrant] and Rod Cahill [Chief Executive, Catalyst Housing Group] last week about family-sized 
homes where it would be completely unaffordable in expensive areas.  It sees that as a small part of the 
programme; not the majority of the programme as we have done in the previous London Plan. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  The Mayor will make a recommendation about what percentages local 
authorities should go for? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Are you talking about planning terms or about the housing 
investment side? 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Housing investments. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  He will not be telling local authorities what percentages to 
go for.  In effect these are contracts agreed for four years with the housing associations.  
Steve [Howlett] and his colleagues will agree a four year contract - that is the current intention - to 
deliver affordable homes over those four years.  That will be quite a broad contract.  Steve has been 
involved in the detail more than I have but I am assuming it will set out the number of homes and the 
broad mix but not the detail of exactly where they will be. 
 



In the first two years of the programme we pretty much know what the RSLs and housing associations 
will deliver in London because it is already in the pipeline but the last two years will be fairly 
speculative.  We will be then making commitments to find sites and build sites out and they will have 
to fit within the overall parameters of the contract in terms of the numbers and the mix in terms of 
family size mix and the average level of affordable rents etc.  That will be in the contract but that will 
be with the housing association and not with the local authority.  This overall package deal will come to 
the HCA London Board, chaired by the Mayor, in June/July 2011.  It will be up to the Mayor to make 
recommendations to the Minister. 
 
What gives these recommendations far more power than previous recommendations is all those 
contracts that Steve [Howlett] and his colleagues will be getting into in London will novate entirely to 
the Mayor from 2012 so the Mayor will be responsible for those contracts.  As far as I am aware - I am 
not a lawyer - you cannot novate a contract to someone who does not agree with it.  The Mayor and 
the HCA London Board have to agree the recommendations to the Minister and be happy with the 
shape of those contracts. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Is the Housing Strategy delayed because of this turbulence? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Primarily, yes, because it is very hard for us to run a 
Housing Strategy now when we do not know what this new model is going to look like or whether it is 
deliverable.  This is very much uncharted territory.  You had a conversation last week with housing 
association chief executives and I am sure Steve [Howlett] will tell you now; this is a very risk territory 
that the housing associations are being asked to move into in terms of the amount of borrowing they 
have to raise to deliver this product.  We do not know, at this point, for sure what we are going to get 
out of the comments we make. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Greater returns potentially. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  This is the conversation that was had last week with 
Steve Wilcox [Professor, University of York].  He was talking about the work that is value for money.  
The simple calculation is that putting grant in was not seen as good value for money over time instead 
benefits picking up where people cannot afford it is a better value for money argument.  That is the 
crux of the argument behind it.  It is affordable housing.  If people cannot afford the rents, housing 
benefit will pick it up and ensure they can afford the rents.  That is the intention of why the affordable 
rented product can be allocated to people who are on low incomes or on benefits.  The intention is, to 
use a very old fashioned phrase from the 1980s, to let housing benefit take the strain. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Moving from investment in bricks and mortar to benefits. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Absolutely, and there is a strong current of policy thought 
behind that in the Government that that is the way to go. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  The picture you paint is the one that I think we are all getting; that there is so 
much going on.  Even some of the things that you, Chair, call positive in terms of flexibility bring risks 
and, therefore, actually people may not take up the flexibility until they see how things go.  It is too 
soon to say. 
 
What you said about the Strategy, did you say that by May/June 2011, when targets have been 
agreed, you will be able to bring forward revisions to the Strategy? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I wait to see what the legal advice is on this because it is 
quite complicated in what the GLA Act requires us to do.  We clearly do not want to be going into 
anything that is ultra vires, so I want to be careful what I say.  It would seem, at this point, the sensible 
time to produce a draft Strategy would be once you have gone through the process of agreeing those 



contracts with the housing associations.  That would then give us a clear picture of what we want to try 
to deliver over those three or four years. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  You are doing those discussions now with a view to having them agreed by next 
month?   
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The conversations we are having ourselves are primarily led 
by the HCA London team with English colleagues.  They are happening at this point between now and 
May 2011. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  It is this summer that you will be able to come forward with revisions?  I am 
surprised, given the state of flux and the housing benefit stuff has not worked its way through the 
system yet and all of this, that you think you will enough certainty? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  We may not.  This is the earliest stage we think we can 
produce it, in June or July.  It may well be there are changes.  The PPS3 consultation may change 
thedefinition of affordable rent.  It may well be that the housing benefit changes.  If there are any 
changes to the system require us to change what we think we want to say in the Strategy.  It may well 
be the outcome of these negotiations change again what we want to say in the Strategy.   
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  The housing benefit has gone through its secondary legislation so actually -- 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  It effects have not. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  The year’s delay and then the universal benefit coming in etc etc 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  For new tenants now and for existing ones in January 2012 is what is 
happening to the housing benefit. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  Everybody is predicting what they want to predict and what it suits them to 
predict.  There are contradictory policies going on here.  On the one hand we are saying let housing 
benefit take the strain.  On the other hand there is, obviously, a clear desire to put a cap on that 
because of the way it has escalated out of control in the last few years.  Quite how that works out is 
what I am trying to get to the bottom of.  At what point will things settle down enough to be able to 
see the lie of the land. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I think you are quite right.  This is why I did not want to be 
definitive; saying when we will have a new Strategy.  The key change in terms of the affordable rented 
programme is the change in the £26,000 overall cap.  That is the key challenge for delivering the 
affordable rented programme.  We wait to see if there is any movement on that and how that applies in 
London.  I know it is going to secondary legislation.  A lot of the definitional stuff that is in secondary 
legislation can very significantly shift how that cap is applied and how it is applied in London. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  It would be useful to get a view from the other side of the fence from 
Steve [Howlett]? 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I was going to come on to that.  Just carrying on with Alan for a minute, the 
Mayor’s 50,000 affordable homes in three years were then stretched to four years.  The money given 
for the three years is over.  It is for three years.  The 50,000 presumably will be completed, if the 
targets have been met by 2012, with money from this round? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Correct. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Now I read somewhere that the Government is encouraging all unallocated 
homes that are in the pipeline to be at the new affordable rent model.  I also read that it was 



encouraging housing associations to make part buy/part rent also into home ownership.  Have I got 
these right? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Broadly, yes.  On your first point you are right.  The last 
year of the 50,000 will be entirely funded from the new programme - 2011 onwards - but the 
Government is committed to fund that in full, so the Government will fund that programme as it 
stands.  Currently that programme is still based upon the 60/40 social intermediate split.  There is no 
affordable rent in that programme as it stands so we still will deliver, in the first year and a half, a 
significant number of social rented and intermediate units but that is entirely funded.  The Government 
made a commitment nationally to fund that and we have the funding for that in London. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  At the new affordable rent level? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  No, no.  At the current planning provision level so the mix 
of social rented and intermediate it is and that is about 28,000 homes that are in the pipeline to be 
delivered. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  By 2012? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Not all by 2012, no.  We will deliver about 16,000 of them 
by 2012.  The rest will be delivered in the following year, 2012/13.  There is a substantial pipeline of 
homes in development currently, on site, which will deliver over the next couple of years, which the 
Government is committed to funding and which are an entirely social rent/intermediate mix as we 
know it. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  You know how much that funding is then?  If you can give me a figure right 
now. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Not off the top of my head.  I cannot, because the figure 
itself will be finalised once we know exactly what the position is at the end of the financial year.   
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Give me a ballpark figure.  Roughly. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Ballpark roughly is about £1.1 billion.   
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  That is coming out of our allocation for the whole four years, that 
£1.1 billion? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  That is correct, yes.  In the same way it would do in each 
spending round.  You have a tail because it takes a long time to build houses. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  The Government has £2.2 billion uncommitted - that is committed money - 
for the whole country? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Yes.  What we are talking about is the committed money.  
The Government has committed to London and the rest of the country. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I am just trying to work out, roughly, how much you might receive.  So 
£2.2 billion.  London will get a percentage of that and we do not know how much yet? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  We do not know how much London will get in the new 
programme in terms of a share of the national pot.  That is a key difference between now and the last 
investment round and why we have not done the Strategy.  In the previous investment rounds, when 
we did a spending review, we put in a pitch for London and we had a discussion about the 
methodology of splitting the pot up by regions and each region gets a pot of money.  That has not 



happened this time.  The Government is committed to fund the existing programme in the whole 
country and then giving us a share of the outputs - a notional share of the outputs rather than a share 
of the inputs in terms of grant because the new affordable rented model works differently. 
 
To go back to the second question you asked, you asked the first question about the existing pipeline 
which I said is about 28,000 that is already committed.  You asked whether that pipeline could be 
converted into affordable rents and the fact the Government is encouraging housing associations and 
local authorities to convert those.  The Government would encourage them to do so because, clearly, 
the model is now if you charge affordable rents you can borrow more money and need less grant. 
 
My experience to date so far, talking to local authorities and housing associations - Steve [Howlett] 
may say differently about his experience - is I have found hardly any willing to go down the route of 
re-negotiating that pipeline.  Most of them think it is not worth doing, they will build that out and 
negotiate about the new supply and the re-lets.   
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Could I ask, just for my own clarity, is the Mayor actually going to 
deliver on his target of 30,000 social homes by the end of his first - or last - term?   
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  There is 30,000 social and 20,000 intermediate which 
makes 50,000.  Yes, currently, we are still on target to do so.  We are still well on target to deliver the 
50,000 which will be 30,000 social and 20,000 intermediate by the end of 2012.  In fact we should 
over deliver that, one hopes. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I do not know whether you can answer this but what are the early estimates 
of the level of new build that might be achieved?  I do not mean new build but newly created homes 
by the end of the four years? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Are you talking about affordable homes, rather than total 
homes? 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Yes. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Our agreement with Government is that we would have 
about 27% of the new programme plus our existing commitments and that will give, in total, just over 
50,000 again in the next four years, or the four years of this investment round.  Our overall estimate is 
that we should deliver, if we can agree the contracts with the housing associations to deliver it, 50,000 
homes, which is about the London Plan target.  That is 13,200 a year.  We reckon we will get 52,000 if 
we can do it. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  That was 13,200 without the affordable rent model.  Is that what you are 
talking about? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It is 13,200 affordable homes in the London Plan target. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  That is a combination of intermediate - it is about 4,000/5,000 social rented 
and the rest are intermediate?  Sorry, the other way round. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I am not sure I follow your logic there, sorry. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  When I said affordable, it is a mixture.  It is 13,200 divided between 
intermediate on a 60/40 split. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  If we were doing the 60/40 split.  Clearly, in the next 
investment round, we will not be doing a 60/40 split - or we are unlikely to be doing so, because the 
new affordable rented model now and that should be the dominant one for delivery. 



 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  This 50,000 will include the new affordable rent? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The next 50,000, not the 50,000 by 2012. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  No, no, no.  Sorry.  The one you are talking about right this minute. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  In this Mayoral term the 50,000 will be a 60/40 split with 
30,000 social and 20,000 intermediate.  In the next Mayoral term we wait to see.  We do not know at 
this point what the mix will be but the current intention of the Government, both in planning and 
investment terms, is the majority of new product should be affordable rented for new homes.  Do not 
forget, as I said, that 28,000 that are already in the pipeline will predominantly be on a 60/40 social 
mix, so we are still producing significant numbers of social rented housing in the next programme.  The 
new supply - new schemes that are agreed - the majority are expected to be the affordable rented 
product. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  You did say earlier and you seem to have said it again that the emphasis will 
be on the affordable rent model so there will be less - you said if you look at the shape now, in the 
future, the intermediate, social rent and a new affordable rent, there is going to be less emphasis on 
social rented than there was? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  That is explicitly the Government’s intention. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Explicitly the Government’s intention.  I wanted to nail that. 
 
The second thing I wanted to say was I was at the EIP so I felt very strongly about it.  The 
comprehensive spending review announced the new affordable rent model and we did, in the EIP, ask 
if we could revisit in the light of all the different reforms and it was not just about benefit but the 
Inspector said that the general view was that it would not change anything in the long term so we were 
not going to revisit.  I want to put that on the table because I thought it was such a mistake that we 
were not going to discuss what was really going to be the landscape for at least the next five years. 
 
Steve [Howlett], could I ask you to comment on any of that in any way you like and then we will move 
on? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  One of the things that 
Alan has said is that we are in a period of uncertainty and that was really spot on.  We are taking a 
great leap into an unknown.  One of the important things to emphasise is that G15 members, for which 
I speak collectively in general terms, are very keen to provide more housing in London and that is what 
we want to do.  We are very keen to work with the boroughs, with the Mayor and with the HCA to try 
to achieve that. 
 
We are all modelling at the moment in terms of how we can deliver this new model.  I think you heard 
last week that it puts great pressure on family housing in London in terms of affordability, particularly 
in the centre of the city but, actually, really, across London.  We are working on a different sort of 
arrangement for the future.  We have traditionally worked under an arrangement where over half the 
costs of a scheme came from capital grants.  We are now looking at something more like 10% or 15% 
or up to 20%.  The level of grant is replaced by borrowing which is supported by increased rental 
income, not just on the new homes but on some of our re-lets. 
 
I have to emphasise it will only be some of them so there are a number of people that are protected, as 
it were, and will continue on the social rented through our re-lets.  There will be people who, as Alan 
said, will be moving to regeneration schemes and people that are transferring and so on so the number 
of re-lets available for the new affordable rents is quite low. 
 



We are leaping forward and going to have to borrow an enormous amount of private sector money.  I 
think one calculation is that, to deliver the Mayor’s programme, will take as much private money over 
the next four years as associations have borrowed since 1988 to deliver the homes in London.  Those 
exact figures are open to comment but I have to emphasise that housing associations in London will be 
taking on enormously increased debt and risk as a result of this. 
 
We are in a different arrangement because, previously, we put forward a bid and the HCA has looked at 
it and either accepted it, rejected it or modified it.  We are into a negotiation and it is a negotiation 
where public grant is actually the bottom line, in effect.  There will be other elements of it.  There will 
be the amount of borrowing that we can support from new rents.  There will be the amount of income 
that we can deliver from sales that we operate in the new schemes and, indeed, some associations may 
be rationalising their stock around London and using that money to invest in new housing.  There will 
also be opportunities about land.  One of the things that we are very keen on is that public bodies look 
at their land ownership to see whether it can help to support the provision of affordable housing in 
London; arrangements perhaps nil value, delayed price coming into the public sector body later on in 
the development, discounted land prices.  At the end of that, there is the amount of grant that is 
available.  It is going to be a negotiation. 
 
We have got to put in our proposals to the HCA by 3 May 2011.  I have to say most of us are finding it 
incredibly difficult with some real issue about our social purpose.  Who are we here to house?  At what 
price and what degrees of affordability?  It is incredibly difficult.  I think you heard from other chief 
executives last week that people are looking - and, indeed, Peabody is - at a differential rent policy 
that has a closer towards the 80% market for smaller homes but, actually, much lower than that for 
family housing because we are very concerned about the need for family housing.  In fact the benefit 
system actually supports the higher rent on the smaller properties better than it does on the larger 
ones. 
 
It has been raised about the universal credit.  That actually is the issue that is hanging over us and I 
would very strongly urge that that is looked at in terms of the need to provide affordable housing in 
London.  I have got an example here and it is Haringey which is not the most expensive part of 
London.  We are talking about a two bedroom flat so not even the biggest one.  Sorry - actually it is a 
four bedroom one - rising from currently £126 a week to £390 a week if the 80% was charged.  That 
would leave only £110 a week for a family of five to live on within the universal credit.  From our point 
of view that is not a sustainable rent to be charging. 
 
What we do not know is, when we put forward our proposals to the HCA, what its reaction will be.  It is 
possible that numbers, size of programme, the Mayor’s target and the national target that the Minister 
has suggested of 150,000 homes delivered under the comprehensive spending review (CSR) period, 
how far that will play in the minds of the HCA and how it will negotiate with us and whether it will be 
looking at us going closer towards the 80% to try to get more money out of the system to deliver the 
numbers. 
 
As Alan said, I think we have moved into a period of uncertainty.  We are concerned about a number of 
things.  One is the universal credit.  We would like to see changes in that -- 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  When you say universal credit are you talking in this total benefit cap? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  The £500.  Yes, the 
total benefit -- 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Which is you can get no more benefits after £26,000? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Yes. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  £500 a week? 



 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Yes. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Because we have all been calling it a total (inaudible).  That is fine.  OK. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Right.  What you have 
in London, because of the cost of the market rent -- 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  We understand. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  You do not get much 
left over for a family.  In fact you are probably almost at the levels of social rent anyway; being what 
people want to be paying for their rent.  That is an issue. 
 
We are also concerned, I have to say, about the risk we are taking on.  Peabody has recently gone to 
the market and borrowed money.  We were successful but you did wonder how much money will be 
available there and at what price. 
 
Things like the proximity to the market, the gap between our rents and the market, actually increases 
the risk, as do the concerns about the future of housing benefit direct to landlords.  This is something 
that will influence our funders.  It is a likely result of the introduction of universal credit; the person will 
get all of their benefit and then have to make the decision about -- 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Direct to the tenants? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Direct to the tenants.  
This is part of the thinking into the future.  It is now -- 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  We heard that. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  It increases the risk 
there because what does a family do when they have got their £500 and their kids need shoes and they 
have got the rent to pay?  That obviously is something that (inaudible).  We are in discussions with 
Government to try to change that but that is an issue. 
 
Then, generally, there is the issue of affordability.  I would like to emphasise that we do want to have a 
go at this and I think people will be putting in proposals, and certainly Peabody will, but it is a four 
year programme and what we hope is, as we move forward, changes will be introduced that actually 
make it more workable.  We think actually this is the only possibility of providing badly needed homes 
in London for the next four years and there is a huge demand. 
 
From our perspective at G15, before the CSR was announced, we put forward proposals that there was 
an opportunity for greater freedom and flexibility on some lettings in terms of the rent because there is 
a great number of people in London who do not qualify for social rented housing but do not earn 
enough to compete in the market.  That gap is something that we thought, particularly for working 
households, was something that we could tackle.  I have to say that was originally what 
George Peabody set Peabody up to do 140 years ago; to house the working poor and the poor of 
London.  We thought there was room for that. 
 
We also thought there was room to charge a bit more rent for existing residents so the pain of an 
increased rent would be spread over a very large number of people in a small amount, rather than what 
is happening which is very large increases being focused on a much smaller number.  I want to 
emphasise that we do want to work with everybody to make things happen but it is, actually, a very 
challenging period and, frankly, the most challenging period I have experienced in housing for a long 
time. 



 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I am going to open it up to others now but I wanted to say this Committee 
did, very early on, think that there was room for a new intermediate rent for people.  This is rather, 
actually, that part rent/part buy and bring in the institutional market.  Also room for a good private 
rented market as well as a good intermediate rented market.  That is rather different from what we are 
now discussing. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Absolutely different. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  There is definitely a 
need for that type of housing in London. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  It does remain.  Mike? 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  The picture is emerging - a confused picture - with risks and opportunities.  No 
political party is offering to keep the level of public subsidy flowing because of the national financial 
map and all political parties were saying that the housing benefit system was out of control and needed 
some measure of reform.  There are clearly opportunities in terms of flexibility, in terms of private 
finance and in terms of a shift towards higher rents with the benefit system taking the strain, although 
there is obviously a debate there about the extent to which that can happen.  It all therefore hinges on 
how the surpluses that are generated from higher rents in certain categories are then used. 
 
I saw one study that Hometrack did.  It was published on Friday which was April Fool’s Day so I hope it 
is true!  It said that if housing associations applied a 10,000 per home surplus, coupled with still grant 
and we had 60% rents in London and 80% elsewhere, then we could see something like a doubling of 
the number of housing association homes delivered over the next three or four years.  That is the 
upside.  The downside is, if that 10,000 surplus per home is not available, then we would see - not 
quite half - but a considerably lower number than we have seen in the last (inaudible).  It seems to all 
hinge on the extent to which housing associations can generate surpluses and plough them back in. 
 
My question is, since it is London - and particularly central London - where there is the greatest gap 
between the current rent levels and the market rent levels and that is where these surpluses are going 
to be generated, what guarantee is there that the surpluses generated in London will be kept in 
London?  Will we see a situation whereby the rents go up in London and the surpluses are made in 
London but then housing associations, in particular, take those and build the houses in parts of the 
country where it is cheaper to build?  Alan, what are you going to do to stop that?  Steve [Howlett], 
tell us that you are not going to do it. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Steve and I will have a slightly different view on this and I 
will try to explain why.  Your analysis is absolutely correct.  In a very simplistic model of how this would 
work, at a national level and not worrying about space implications locally, you raise rents where you 
can - which is where market rents are significantly higher than social rents - and that enables you to 
raise lots of money, ie London and the South East, and then you put the grant in where you cannot do 
that because market rents and social rents are very close together.  That is in the North East and South 
West etc.  A very simple national model works like that. 
 
Every politician you talk to - whether it is a local authority - wants money raised in their borough to be 
spent in that borough.  The Mayor wants money raised in London to be spent in London.  Everyone 
else feels broadly the same.  There is a perspective from the politicians nationally - to try to raise the 
money where you can and spend it where you need it - there is a perspective from local and city-wide 
politicians - that you keep the money ring fenced - and, for a housing association, clearly, they want 
the most flexibility they can to move their money around because that makes them most able to deliver 
the numbers.  A ring fence is a pair of handcuffs on them. 
 



Broadly though, it is not as easy to do that as you might think at first sight.  The more we have looked 
into this the more we and Government have come to the same view.  Steve [Howlett] cannot.  He is 
only allowed to work in London.  He has got his charter, so he has not got the possibility of doing it.  
Many other RSLs in London work in London and outside but the vast majority work in London and the 
South East.  There are very, very few RSLs that deliver in any large scale in London but also work in the 
North East, North West or the rest of the country.  They tend to be in London and south eastern 
counties where there is much less of an issue about moving the money round.  Actually London will 
benefit from Southern Housing raising rents in Brighton and Gillingham etc and bringing it into 
London, as we were likely to lose.  There is not an easy capacity within the RSL sector to move the 
rents in that way to very low value areas. 
 
There is where the grant is, of course, and that is why the Government is keen not to do a grant 
settlement for various parts of the country. 
 
Nevertheless we have agreed with the Government there is a broad principle that there is not a tight 
ring fence at local authority level.  It is very clear in the HCA prospectus there will not be a local 
authority ring fence.  There cannot be.  It expects RSLs to try to reinvest in the same area where they 
have raised the rents and, particularly in the London chapter, to strongly encourage RSLs to use the 
money raised in London to be spent in London. 
 
The Mayor is meeting all the Chief Executives and Chairs of the G15 and other large developing 
housing associations on Friday and he is going to make that picture very clear to them that the Mayor 
and the London Board expect money raised in London to be reinvested in London - whether that is on 
the higher rents in new build or the re-lets in existing stock.  There will be a strong pressure when we 
look at these contracts to favour those that are clearly demarcating how they will reinvest the money 
raised in London in London. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I think that is 
absolutely right.  Generally, in the past, London has benefited from associations who have worked 
outside London bringing money into London. 
 
As Alan said, at Peabody we cannot do anything else so any investment going in to us, or increased 
rents, will actually be spent in London. 
 
I think there are a couple of issues.  One is we are running increasingly risky businesses and we do need 
that flexibility to cope with changing circumstances.  I would say the G15 associations are very 
committed to London.  We do not all work in London exclusively but London is very much the focus of 
our attention because it is where the need is.  I am very keen - and the G15 associations are keen - 
that the money, both our investment and the public money, goes where the need is, and it is here. 
 
The other issue is that, in other parts of the country, the difference between the market and existing 
social rents is very small.  In some parts of the country I believe it goes completely the other way and 
social rents are higher than the market related to quality of the provision of the housing associations as 
opposed to the private sector.  If you use your money out of London you are increasing the risk and 
the risk factor for associations will probably be a major pressure in terms of people wanting to invest 
here because everybody knows the needs of London are growing, the population is growing, 
households are growing and so demand, in terms of the market, is likely to continue. 
 
The last thing I would say is that Alan is quite right; accounting for this is going to be incredibly 
difficult.  We are going to be putting forward a proposal to provide a certain number of homes in 
London over a four year period.  It is separate from what we will be sharing with the rest of the country 
so we will be accountable in terms of what we are proposing and what we are delivering.  The HCA will 
be looking to make sure that the right amount of money is coming to London’s housing. 
 



Mike Tuffrey (AM):  Can I pursue two things and then we will push the questioning.  Alan, you 
talked about London and the south east and the London boundary is a Government boundary; it is not 
necessarily a living area boundary.  There are some country homes and seaside and retirement - that 
angle of things - but I am not thinking that.  I am thinking main.  Is it part of your thinking, in terms of 
the London Housing Strategy, that there should be homes built outside of London for Londoners in 
significant numbers, not in retirement terms etc? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Yes.  We believe there should be more.  We are likely to put 
that into the Strategy as one of our recommendations.  It was touched on in the HCA prospectus.  I 
would not necessarily say it would be really hugely significant numbers, mainly because there is such a 
lot of opposition across the rest of the country to producing homes to meet London’s needs.  The two 
schemes we have, as you mentioned, Seaside and Country Homes, are brought now into the GLA and 
we will look to see if we can expand that and get more of those homes over the next few years. 
 
Particularly, a new pilot scheme we started in the last investment round, fairly small numbers, we want 
to see how it would work, is a very similar to Seaside and Country Homes, Homes out of London, 
targeted at working age Londoners rather than pensioners.  We only had 60 or so homes, quite a small 
pilot, but they were all very successful and taken up very quickly and each one of them freed up an 
older accommodated home in London.  We would like to grow that programme and we will put that 
into the prospectus too and that would be part of the contract negotiations with housing associations; 
how they can actually deliver those homes out of London to meet London’s needs. 
 
So, yes, but not in big significant numbers. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  That is useful.  Then the second thing was within London.  Again if we are 
moving towards a closer to market rent model in places like Barking and Dagenham they probably in 
rent terms are similar to the North East and North West.  It is only in the central area - I do not just 
mean Kensington and Chelsea and Westminster, I also mean the north part of Lambeth and Southwark 
and Wandsworth and the south part of Camden and Islington.  What effects are we likely to see 
between boroughs given that there is a bit of a policy contradiction?  On the one hand all of us want 
to see balanced communities in central London and there is concern that social tenants will be forced 
out of central London.  On the other hand, economically - going back to the Greater London Council 
(GLC) days, the GLC was building big housing in outer London because that was where the land was 
and that is where it economically made sense. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  To keep the Conservatives out! 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  To keep the Conservatives out.  It did not work then, did it!  What dynamic are 
we likely to see within London between boroughs and should we be taking a London-wide view or 
simply letting every borough say what it wants for its area?   
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  It will be very difficult 
to develop family housing in central London.  That is an issue.  We will all be looking at the possibilities 
of public plans, section 106 agreements and so on to try to bring subsidy of a different sort from social 
housing grant into those housing schemes.  It is quite clearly much easier to develop affordable 
housing outside the central core.  It has never been easy actually, frankly, it has always been more 
expensive but this does make it more difficult. 
 
The discussions we have had with one or two central London boroughs suggests that they are not 
averse to housing not necessarily in their borough - I do not think we are going back to the old days of 
the very edges of London but reasonable distances of central London where people who are working 
can travel and live.  That is one possibility but I think we are all working to try to develop as much 
housing as we can in the centre but it is difficult. 
 



Mike Tuffrey (AM):  If that is the aim then should we be more relaxed about where the housing is if 
that will get us more units?  What view are you taking from a London-wide -- 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I think there are some 
issues.  One of the things that I get concerned about is that there are some suggestions that why 
should people want low incomes in the centre of London?  Looking at Peabody I see a lot of people 
who are in work who are driving essential London services in terms of early into offices, driving buses 
and so on, people who have to get to work in central London before the public transport system starts.  
I see a lot of people who are dependent on family support networks.  I look at some of our estates in 
Westminster where generations have lived there and the family support network is a really important 
part of their lives.  If they had to move the pressures on them and social services in the area they move 
to and so on would be substantially larger.  It is a very difficult issue. 
 
I do not know how this is all going to shape up into the future and that is one of the things that we are 
concerned about.  We are wanting to keep our housing that we have already got in central London 
available.  That has got to be one of the key ingredients.  One of the things, in terms of what is there 
already, is we are talking comparatively small numbers over the next four years.  We are looking at our 
number of available re-lets, for instance.  You start off with a very big figure and you think there will 
be lots of re-lets that you can let at 80% of the market but when you get down to it it is not much 
more than 100 or 150 lets a year and we have got 20,000 homes in London. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  In addition to what Mike was saying about Barking and Dagenham, Barking and 
Dagenham recently did a report about what it thought might be the effects of the changes because 
the assumption is everybody will end up in Barking and Dagenham and in the east.  It actually found 
that this is not the case and what is actually going to happen is that people providing private rent in 
Barking and Dagenham were not in the least interested in taking people on housing benefit anymore 
and that it is much more likely that that shift is going to take place out to Havering and or even 
beyond.  We are looking at Barking and Dagenham as being the obvious place and it may very well not 
be that case. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I can back that.  I heard 
from people in Luton that they are very concerned about people moving out. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  You said that it would be risky to invest in homes outside London and yet, 
reading Family Mosaic - its study - it was saying that Essex homes would need subsidy.  I do not really 
see much difference between some areas of outer London in terms of relationships to market rent than 
to other areas of the rest of the South East.  I am interested to know why you think it is risky in Essex? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I was not really 
referring to Essex.  There are a number of G15 associations that are national organisations and so they 
are talking about the north of England as well.  When we talk about the money going to areas where 
the market is not working very well we are talking about money going out of London probably to the 
north of England.  The associations I talk to who are working there will do some there but not large 
amounts. 
 
I have to say I am on slightly shaky ground, as has been remarked, Peabody can only work in London, 
so – the possibility of developing out of London is not something that I have thought of. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Yes, it is a bit unfair.  I am talking to you as a representative  of the G15.  It is 
just that Family Mosaic has done this study -- 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I have seen it, yes. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  It makes that point; Essex is no different from the north.  There are places in 
London which are similar. 



 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I agree with that. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I would like to probe why it is risky because if it is risky there then it is risky in 
outer London and that worries me. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  Can I follow up?  I was very struck by your discussion of risk because when 
London and Quadrant (L&Q) came here last week and they talked about the bond they issued they 
said it was oversubscribed in a minute. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Their bond was issued 
last year.  Peabody launched a £200 million bond during March 2011.  We actually launched it on the 
Thursday before the earthquake hit Japan.  We would not have got the money away after that.  We did 
a road show on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of that week and it was hard.  We had signs that 
people wanted to raise the price of the lending.  We were oversubscribed but nowhere near the level 
London and Quadrant had been.  Fortunately we decided to go at a time when the market was quiet.  
What you are going to see is increasing numbers of associations going to the market to raise money 
and obviously the funders will then think, ‚How much more can we make out of this and how much is 
available?‛  We are moving from a situation where we used to be able to get bank finance.  That is only 
available up to ten years now.  If we want 30 year money we are going to have to go to the market 
and, at the moment at least, generally going to a group of the same people who will see a number of 
associations coming. 
 
We got a Moody’s rating to support our bond issue, and we got a good one.  Moody’s has, while not 
changing its view of the sector, highlighted the concerns about housing benefit direct, for instance.  
Whether its view will harden as time goes on I do not know.  Who knows what the financial markets are 
going to do? 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  That goes entirely against something else that you said, Steve, because you also 
talked about, in effect, the insatiable demand there is going to be for housing in London which must 
provide an extremely good covenant for whatever bonds you issue.  I am not a financier but it does not 
appear to be rocket science that the people who look as though they are going to have a guaranteed 
income over the next 20 or 30 years should find it quite easy to raise money.  I just cannot see it. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  You may be right.  
What we do not know is how it is all going to pan out.  One of the things we are concerned about is 
whether people will want to move into the higher rented property.  One of the concerns we have got is 
that people will decide to stay overcrowded, for instance, rather than moving into higher rented 
accommodation.  There will be much more of a market and demand and a level of uncertainty.  We do 
not know what is going to happen about the benefits structure into the future.  We do not know, if 
there was a change of Government nationally, what its reaction to this policy would be. 
 
You are right; there is a huge demand for housing in London.  What we do not know is how far the 
new arrangements with higher rents are going to put pressure on that demand.  It certainly increases 
the risk for associations.  I mentioned that we would have to borrow as much to deliver the programme 
as we borrowed over the last 20 years.  That increases our risk profile.  We are here for the long term, 
wanting to meet the housing need in London into the long term.  We have to be cautious and realistic 
about risk.  There are a whole number of things coming into play we do not know. 
 
The thing I was emphasising to you right at the beginning was that we want to give it a go and we will 
have a go and we will see how it all pans out as we move forward. 
 
Navin Shah (AM):  We discussed this topic on family housing but I will put the question in the form I 
have it in front of me and then take it further.  How do you think the Mayor will respond to concerns 
that policies on building larger homes may be made even more challenging given the current housing 



policy proposals?  Steve [Howlett] has certainly talked about the impact of benefit caps on family sized 
dwellings and also options for possibly looking at building family dwellings outside the London area.  
One thing that we have not discussed or explored is the impact of the increasing construction cost with 
no additional funding that we have.  How do you square that circle?  Is there a risk that you might 
even be talking about reducing the current strategy of 42% family dwellings?  If that is the case then, 
certainly, that is not acceptable in my view. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I will start with that last point and then work back a little.  
The 42% was the target for social rented housing in the 2008-11 programme, although there is a lot of 
social rented housing in the pipeline which will still be built out towards that target.  For the new 
homes coming forward, as I said, the current intention is that the majority will be affordable rented 
homes which is a halfway house between social rented and intermediate.  That 42% does not directly 
translate. 
 
We did not set an explicit target in the HCA framework but we did say very specifically that we wanted 
to see a significant proportion of the new homes being funded to be family sized housing.  The 
message went across very, very clearly to all the housing associations - it could not be clearer really - 
that a programme of primarily one or two bedroom units at affordable rented levels is not a programme 
that meets London’s need and not a programme the Mayor, at the HCA London Board, would sign off.  
The Mayor has made that very clear as Chair of the Board to HCA and CLG nationally, as he has to 
housing associations, and he will be reiterating that this week when he meets the Chief Executives and 
Chairs of the housing associations; we must have a programme with a substantial number of family 
homes in it. 
 
The difficulty is that it is very hard to square with the new affordable rented product and the housing 
benefit caps, particularly the total benefit cap of £26,000.  This is why, when Steve [Howlett] was 
saying, the point is that we are in a situation of flux at the moment where things may yet change.  We 
do not know finally how it will define those total benefit caps.  That is going to be part of the 
secondary legislation.  We do not know if there will be a change in that policy.  We do not know if 
there is going to be a change in the PPS3 guidance for affordable rented housing once it has done the 
consultation and we do not know if the negotiations with the housing associations to deliver the 
product will end up with a programme that is so short of London’s needs and the national needs that it 
would force a change.  There may yet be changes.  I can only speak from where we are at this point. 
 
We either end up with a situation - as the two Chief Executives from the RSLs spoke last week; 
David Montague and Rod Cahill - that they end up charging an awful lot less for family housing than 
they do for one and two bedroom, which seems quirky but they might end up with that situation to 
make them stack up to be affordable, or with a situation where the Government gives some more 
flexibility on the benefits cap.  I have to say the Mayor is one of the few national politicians to really 
get his head above the parapet on these benefits caps and make the case both in public and to the 
Treasury and the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) that these caps will be a significant barrier 
to the affordable rented housing programme.  If we get movement on the caps the whole thing looks 
very different.  If we do not it is challenging but that does not mean it is entirely undoable but you 
may end up with a rather unusual mix of rents being charged on one and two bedroom and family sized 
homes because we are all committed to delivering the family homes that London needs. 
 
Navin Shah (AM):  Chair, what the Government needs to appreciate is that London is a unique case 
in terms of how the population is increasing, no matter which part you look at.  Given that situation we 
have that demand for family sized dwellings.  I was one of the first to welcome the situation that we 
are looking at increasing within those, as part of the Strategy for at least 42% family sized dwellings.  I 
am certainly promoting, where I can, within the private sector those kinds of numbers where councils 
negotiate or address that in planning applications.  This is what I would like the Mayor to lobby the 
Government very, very hard to make sure that this special case for London is understood and we need 
the right proportion of family sized dwellings to deliver for Londoners. 
 



Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I would agree and I think the Mayor is doing that fairly 
publicly.  The only thing I would say is that he does accept the need to reform benefits for the reason 
that Mike Tuffrey said, although the figures for how much it has risen are a bit questionable over time.  
An observation sideways is that the Housing Benefit bill was 1.2% in gross domestic product (GDP) in 
1997 and it was exactly the same last year.  Although it fell for the first seven or eight years of the last 
Government and it rose at the end when unemployment rose, and it rose in London particularly, there 
was a 50% increase in the size of our private rented sector.  The Benefits bill is not maybe as 
uncontainable as people think but, nevertheless, having worked in housing benefits for the early part 
of my life I would never want to do it again and it is a mess of a system that is badly overdue for 
reform. 
 
The Mayor has made the case that it is not about the benefits as people perceive it; it is about 
delivering affordable homes in London.  That was not the intention of the Government when it was 
proposing this cap to suppress delivering affordable homes.  A programme of all one or two bedroom 
units does no good for anybody in London.  If the benefit cap is the block to that that is something the 
Mayor is continuing to campaign on. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I was going to say that 
we are very keen that the benefits cap is reviewed.  That said, the other concern we have got is people 
being caught in a benefits trap and the higher the level of benefits the longer people will stay.  It is 
part of our wish to try to move people out of the benefits system and into work if we can.  Part of the 
problem would be raising the cap will deepen that trap possibly. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Half the people on benefits in London are in work or pensioners.  A very high 
proportion, compared with perceptions, are in work.  Will households with larger families in work be 
able to afford the higher rents, in your view? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I think they will be 
better able to.  The difficulty we experience is that people go in and out of work and the people we 
house, when they have got jobs, are often in vulnerable employment.  The worst thing you can do 
really is go in and out of the benefit system. 
 
The suggestion is that in a two or three bedroom place in London, if a family spent no more than 30% 
of its income on rent, you would have to be earning £44,500 to get out of the benefit system. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Can you just repeat that? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I understand that 
Hometrack has estimated that, at 80% of the market rents in London, for a two or three bedroom 
place, if you were to pay no more than 30% of your income on rent - which a lot of people say is the 
maximum people ought to be paying - you would need to earn £44,500 to get out of benefits.   
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  You are absolutely mission driven at Peabody; mission driven with social 
purpose.  You have mentioned it a couple of times.  You operate mainly in central London.  You have 
talked about not letting re-lets, or very few re-lets, go at the new affordable rent.  This is family 
re-lets.  Three, four, five bedrooms.  Yes? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Yes. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Will you be creating more family homes? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  We will be trying to.  
We will use every effort we can.  We are in a slightly different situation because Peabody has been 
focusing on meeting the Decent Homes standard so we are coming from a situation where we have not 



been developing a lot of housing to a situation where we now want to, obviously in changed 
circumstances. 
 
We did a couple of deals on 31 March 2011 for family housing; some of it in Westminster, some of it in 
Kensington and Chelsea and some in Tower Hamlets.  That is coming through.  What we will be trying 
to do is adapt the new system to make more family housing come through in future.  Those were partly 
deals with other people through Section 106 agreements, for instance.  What we are going to have to 
do is see how they work through into the future. 
 
We will also be talking to local authorities about land opportunities and whether there are elements 
where they can bring in much cheaper land for development to make it work.  People will be working 
to do it but, frankly, it will be more difficult. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I have been looking at the levels for the last few years - social rented as 
opposed to intermediate - in central London and they look very low.  Most of the social rented are not 
family.  I would like to say that to Alan [Benson].  I have been looking at the statistics.  The track 
record so far has not been very good and that was for his 50,000 on affordable homes and £5 billion.   
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  It is difficult.  The 
aspiration is there to do it and we have been trying hard but the economic reality has been difficult 
even up to now.  It gets more difficult under the new arrangements, sadly. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Does the cap on four bedrooms affect working families much?  You cannot 
any longer get benefit for five bedrooms? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  You get the same level 
as if you were in a smaller place.  That obviously does.  I have to say most people are more concerned 
about the effect of the universal credit than the £500 a week overall limit which is not here yet but is 
coming. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  That is for families who are seeking work or too sick to work.  I am trying to 
concentrate on working families and how they will fare.  Thank you for that. 
 
Navin Shah (AM):  Chair, can I come back and follow up for a short while?  Steve [Howlett] made a 
very good point about working families and where they need to be, ie where the jobs are.  That is 
where I would be very concerned if you are talking about developing a large proportion of family 
dwellings away from where the jobs are, ie not in London.  Again, they want to be strategically where 
jobs are, otherwise you are moving the large working families away from where they benefit 
economically. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  A subset of this line of questioning was around not just mobility but using the 
existing stock more effectively.  You have touched on overcrowding and we understand the point that 
will people be able to accept a bigger property if they are having to pay more.  There is an under 
occupation point; will people be prepared to liberate an under occupied property if they then have to 
move to somewhere that will end up costing them more for less?  What are the aspects of these 
changes that will affect under and over occupation and, also, mobility between boroughs if people 
want to get work or for other reasons they need to move?  We do not have a very mobile system at 
present, since the demise of the GLC.  I increasingly find us being back to the GLC days in terms of 
construction powers that the GLA will be having shortly.  Since the end of a London-wide asset 
London-wide mobility has shrunk dramatically.  What are the implications of the changes for that?  Can 
we get any movement on any of those fronts or will it get worse? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I have got some good 
news.  G15 has just launched something called G15 Moves which is a pilot mobility scheme targeted at 
people who want to move around London to find a job.  We are looking together - the 15 of us - to 



make 500 such lettings in the year to do that.  We have set up a computer system and nomination 
arrangements and that was launched last Friday.  We recognise that as an issue.  What we would like to 
see is that develop into a wider mobility scheme that was not just about the people who are moving to 
jobs. 
 
The other thing I would say is sometimes the provision of smaller homes does help to tackle under 
occupation.  We have just completed a scheme in Pimlico where there are 56 affordable homes - half 
of them socially rented and half of them low cost home ownership - and we have targeted some flats 
for under occupying older people on our Pimlico estate.  The people have moved in and are very happy 
about that.  We have provided them, generally, with two bedroom rather than one bedroom, to make 
the move from a three bedroom larger accommodation more attractive.  That has freed up the new 
home. 
 
What will generally happen under the new arrangements, if somebody who is an existing social tenant 
moves into a new letting, particularly if they are moving to free up a larger property, they will move 
under the old social rented system, rather than into the new affordable much higher rent.  There are 
possibilities of doing that if we could do targeted development and lettings of some smaller homes. 
 
Not very far away from here in Southwark we have got an older persons’ scheme which is really 
attractive for people to move.  We have had local authority residents occupying four and five bedroom 
flats, older ones, moving into a two bedroom flat, purpose built for older people, with a range of 
amenities there.  That has proved a very attractive proposition.  It is a good way of achieving 
movement. 
 
We are all very concerned about under occupation and overcrowding and we will be doing everything 
that we can to facilitate that.  One of the things that is coming in with the new arrangements is the 
ending of lifetime tenancies and the ability to offer shorter term tenancies.  That may enable us, as we 
move forward, to be able to handle sensitively the situation where a family is under occupying a larger 
home and perhaps help to move them into another flat. 
 
I have to say when you look round Peabody, that is the history of Peabody.  It was quite common for a 
family to be brought up in a large Peabody home and then to move to a smaller one as they got older, 
freeing up - I think in the past before current arrangements applied - often to their children staying in 
the family home and then, in turn, bringing up their family in the larger home while their mother and 
father were in a one bedroom somewhere else on the estate.  That freedom and flexibility to do that is 
something that is helpful. 
 
There are obviously issues.  Some people have concerns about the ending of lifetime tenancies but 
sometimes the lifetime tenancies have created real difficulties.  We would still offer very long tenancies 
if we were housing an older person.  We would quite clearly say, ‚You can have this flat for as long as 
you like‛.  A family you will put a time limit that enabled them to bring up their family and educate 
them.  There is a bit more freedom and flexibility there that could have beneficial effects, into longer 
term, about under occupation and overcrowding. 
 
Steve O’Connell (AM):  The flip side as you just said about generational tenancy - I know it is the 
end of lifetime tenancy - surely that does obviate against social mobility; the thought that the family 
should therefore continue with the social strata of the existing family to stay in that house and 
continue with Peabody.  I would have thought that was unhelpful for a range of social mobility 
reasons. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  That happened from 
time to time.  Other people I have come across have moved out of Peabody into other sectors.  We 
very much see Peabody as a springboard for people.  It can be a springboard out into a different form 
of tenure.  We offer also low cost home ownership.  It might be a springboard to a stronger life within 
our communities.  That is one of the reasons why we have a whole range of employment, training and 



healthy living programmes to try to improve people’s lives who stay on our communities and around 
and about our estates more locally.  . 
 
Steve O’Connell (AM):  Social rented and that whole arena should be a safety net for people who 
cannot afford otherwise, to look after those people without it being a social norm because there should 
be encouragement to move on and improve.  That is a personal position I take which may be contrary 
to colleagues. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  You are the first person, Steve [Howlett], who has mentioned section 106 
agreements as ways in which the stock of housing can be increased.  Have you given any thought to - 
this is one of the risks - how the new Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) might harm the amount of 
section 106 possibilities there are?  Have you considered that at all? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I am not a great expert 
on CIL.   
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  There are always competing demands for planning gain and 
there is always a battle fought on each and every development and in policy terms overall.  There is a 
less generous planning gain going forward in the next few years than there has been over previous 
years.  Even in previous years, the planning gain itself was never enough to pay for affordable housing 
and grant had to step in for virtually all affordable homes.  Increasing demands of CIL both at a local 
level and the London-wide CIL for Crossrail, together with the demands for affordable housing and 
how a local authority may choose or not choose to subsidise any of those products instead for a new 
homes bonus rather than through CIL - Section 106 agreements will continue.  It will be the same 
difficult negotiations about how it shakes out but, inevitably, anything else that grabs a portion of the 
planning gain leads to a rather smaller portion of the planning gain for affordable housing.  In the end 
it is a zero sum game. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  The lower prospects of subsidy is resulting in lower percentages of affordability 
on schemes and I have seen reports of councils asking for less because they know it just does not stack 
up without the subsidy. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  There is the perception strongly held within the affordable 
homes programme that the HCA published that the expectation for Section 106 schemes there will be 
no grant.  They should be able to pay their way and wash their own face without having grant coming 
in.  In London we know that will not stack up overall but is there this expectation Section 106 schemes 
will not need grant or will need very small levels of grant. 
 
That might put pressure on negotiators, both planners and housing association developers, about what 
can be done on a Section 106 agreement, if there is an expectation that grant will not be going in. 
 
Given that, as Steve [Howlett] was saying, grant is now a small portion of the funding and not the 
large portion - it used to be the majority of funding for affordable housing was grant and it was topped 
up by the borrowing, now it is borrowing and other resources that the housing association or the public 
sector will put in, and grants are the small part of it. 
 
We will see an increasingly large number of schemes come forward without grant at all on the basis 
that local authorities - and I have met two this morning who want to do this - have pieces of land they 
want to work with the housing association on and build a product that is entirely outside the 
affordable rental model because of their views about what they want to deliver locally. 
 
Steve O’Connell (AM):  Some of my questions have been asked but I would like to pursue the points 
you made about local authorities working in partnership with housing associations.  You can speak for 
those, Steve.  You already mentioned that there is removal of ring fencing to protect local authorities 



from any profit or gain from the new rental model.  Speaking as an unreconstructed local politician 
how can those local authorities maximise any gain from the new model, if at all? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  We are concerned 
about what is happening in one or two local authorities in terms of what they have done about 
Section 106 and it has made us ask really how high up the level of priorities housing into the future will 
be.  We had a meeting with London Councils last week where it was positive and the ones that were 
there were certainly wanting to move forward.  Some of the local authorities we have met are keen to 
do everything that they can to help. 
 
It is incredibly difficult to answer your question.  There will be publicly owned land outside local 
authorities in London that can possibly be brought in.  What we want to do - again coming back to the 
point that this is a new arrangement - is really carry on these discussions with local authorities as we 
move forward to see what people can achieve. 
 
Steve O’Connell (AM):  Now everything is in a state of flux and it is a new world, what would your 
members wish as the top one or two priorities that they could get from partnership with local 
authorities they have not been able to gain in the past? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  The opportunity is, if 
they can, to bring land to the table would be good.  There are also opportunities on existing estates.  
We are working with one local authority where there is Section 106 potential gain where off site with 
Section 106 more homes would be provided on unutilised land on an existing local authority estate.  
What we have really got to do is work hard to find those opportunities.  A lot of local authorities, and 
housing associations - and we are doing it - are going round estates looking for hidden homes that 
potentially could be delivered on our estates. 
 
Some local authorities are talking about the new homes bonus being a possibility.  I was with one local 
authority last week who talked of their hopes for quite a large sum of money.  They have not decided 
how to spend it and they do not have to spend it on housing but they did mention housing as one of 
the areas that they were considering.  That is one. 
 
The whole issue of planning is going to be an important area where they could cooperate with us and 
make planning permissions move faster if they can.  Also, sometimes, what may need to happen is to 
change the balance of the outright sale on a new development to subsidise more family housing on 
that development. 
 
There are a number of things that can be done.  We are really positive.  We had a very positive meeting 
with London Councils last week and we are going to carry on discussions with them individually and 
collectively to see how we can make the most of this.  There is a pragmatic view both in local 
authorities and housing associations that we really have to see how far we can make this work. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Many people will be worried that the amount of social housing stock 
is going to fall, particularly with this new system.  Is the Mayor going to make any recommendations on 
re-lets; what could go to affordable rents and what should be kept at social rents? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The overall stock of social housing has been falling for a 
very long time, with the share of social rented falling through the right to buy and us not building 
homes to replace all those.  There has been a long term sector decline in the amount of social housing 
in London, but there are still about 750,000 social rented homes.  In the first two years we will still 
build substantial numbers of social homes.  As I said, there is still that pipeline of 28,000 homes, of 
which about 60% will be social rented in the first couple of years. 
 
Going forward, as there is less of a mix, the question you are asking is will the Mayor set requirements 
for re-lets?  That is very much down to which levers we have to do this.  We will be negotiating the 



contracts with the housing associations and there will be an assumption within those contracts about 
the number of re-lets they will expect to raise at affordable rented levels to subsidise their programme.  
We need to agree that.  That is our first and key lever we would have to be able to say what sort of 
level of re-lets we want to see across London. 
 
At the moment I would not like to set a figure on it because the Government’s desire is to see that as 
high as possible to raise the money to subsidise the whole programme but almost every local authority 
I talk to wants to see that at a very low level because they want to retain the existing stock of social 
rented in their borough.  The Mayor, as Chair of the [HCA] London Board, is going to have to take a 
view on those contracts and whether they are reasonable. 
 
The second potential thing we could do as well, as a separate line to that, would be to put something 
in the Housing Strategy because the boroughs will be expected to put the expected levels of re-lets in 
their tenure strategy - the local tenure strategies - and they have to be in conformity with the Mayor’s 
Strategy.  This is quite contentious with boroughs.  They do not want the Mayor telling them what to 
do any more than he currently does.  That is an issue we will be consulting and negotiating with the 
boroughs as we do the Strategy. 
 
The primary lever we have would be our negotiations of those contracts.  We have not got a definitive 
figure we want to set the number at.  Clearly we would not want to see all re-lets go for affordable 
rent.  We want to retain a stock of existing social rent housing in the capital.  It may be different in 
different local authority areas, depending on their views and their strategies but the higher the level of 
re-lets there are - very simple maths - the more money there is and the less grant you need. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Would you say that the Mayor at the moment actually wants to 
decrease the rate of decline of social housing and even reverse it if possible?   
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  Of course he does.   
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  I don’t know. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I do not think this Mayor or the former Mayor had explicit 
policies on it, to be honest because, as I said, regardless of the new homes that are built, we have 
always lost more homes.  It is only in the last two years of the last administration we finally built more 
homes in social housing than we lost since 1981. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  That was a deliberate trajectory.  It was trying to reverse that trend.  That is 
what Jenny is asking. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Both the current Mayor and the former Mayor have had 
very similar targets in terms of new supply.  What they do not have control over - neither the current 
nor former Mayor - is the Government’s policy on things like right to buy which drove the decline in 
social rented. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  The Mayor did change the social intermediate mix so that has had an 
impact.   
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I have not gone into 
details with other members of G15, but my impression is that this is a general view, that what we are 
saying about the rent levels that we would charge on new homes would apply, generally, on re-lets as 
well.  Actually we would be looking at a higher level of rents on bedsits, one bedrooms and two 
bedrooms, also for re-lets, and generating the income to support new development from smaller 
homes but keeping the larger family homes at around the current social rents. 
 



Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I really get that.  I am going back now to the mobility question, because how 
on earth is that going to incentivise mobility?  If you have a whole revenue model based on higher 
rents - as high as you can get - for one and two bedroom, why will people ever downsize? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  My understanding is, if 
you are an existing social tenant, you keep on the social rented system.  The move from a three 
bedroom on a social housing rent would be to a one bedroom on a social housing rent. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  It is not called a new tenancy or a re-let?  Because new tenancies can be at 
the 80% model.  In fact they are encouraged by Government. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  What it is saying is that the local authority can choose to 
maintain that as social rented if it chooses to.  People can move or transfer from one home to another. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  We can as well.  The 
way that we are interpreting it is that if you are an existing social tenant you would move in as a social 
tenant but on a new flat. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  A lot of these changes are down to the discretion of whoever the RSL is and 
whoever is providing the housing.  You do not have to do a short term tenancy; you can do a lifetime 
tenancy.  You do not have to give the full affordable if you are doing the affordable package; you have 
got discretion to operate that within parameters.  These are about limits to the affordable rents and 
new powers to housing providers to have that kind of flexibility to be able to manage your stock, I 
would have thought. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Yes, that is right. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  So, short term tenancies are also discretionary?  You do not have to do it? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  No, that is how it is laid 
down.  It will be for the landlord to work out what sort of basis they would let an individual property 
on.  We can offer long term tenancies.  I think the succession rules end. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  So this nice thing you were just describing about moving a family to a smaller 
property so their children and their grandchildren can have a bigger one, that is not going to happen, is 
it? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  There is still the 
situation that, if you were under occupying a large home, there is no mechanism to force people to 
move.  What you do is offer them an attractive option and you would not offer them an option of 
moving into a smaller home at an increased rent, for example.  Your opportunity would be on the three 
bedroom that they have vacated to increase rental income, if you should so desire. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  The only dark note that came in when you were talking was when you said, 
‚Short term tenancies will give us some opportunities‛. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Actually, they are not 
short term.  There is an ability to introduce fixed term tenancies subject to review.  The consultation 
document suggested a minimum term of two years.  I know a number of associations saying they are 
not going to do two years; they are going to do five or even ten.  We are moving into a situation where 
there is much more freedom of flexibility and discussions with people moving into housing to decide 
the length of their tenancy and reflect their needs. 
 
There is also an obligation on us to work with existing residents and know our existing residents even 
better than we do at the moment so that we can shape opportunities for them into the future. 



 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Let me just point out that I like very much what you are saying, Steve, but 
you are not really totally your own master, are you, because, if you want grant, you have to go to the 
HCA? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Yes. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  And the HCA will want you to maximise a particular revenue model which is 
what the new affordable rent is as a new business model.  It may be that your grant is dependent on 
you being more draconian than you are suggesting you would like to be. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I do not know.  After 
3 May 2011 we will find out what their reaction is.  My understanding is that the benefit of getting 
involved in this and signing the agreement with the HCA is less about the public grant and more about 
the flexibility on rents.  That is where essentially the funding for this new model comes from. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  That is interesting. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  We are all going to look 
at the terms of the contract and it will be for our Boards to decide whether they like them or not.  
There is a driving will to provide more housing in London because we need it and we want to get on 
with it. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I do not doubt that.  It is also about housing for whom. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  It is not just about maximising the income for the HCA, is it?  They will be 
reaching a decision on affordable rents on the basis of whether or not investors are going to find that a 
sustainable rent to charge.  The object of the HCA is going to be wanting to see more houses built, not 
just more income coming in. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  That is right. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  It is whether or not that incentive is there. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I do not disagree with you, Andrew, but we are probing all the time for whom 
and at what level, because we have got a new model here. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  The incentive is to provide new housing.  At the end of the day, would you not 
agree, that is the problem of housing in London; there are not enough houses?  If policy ends up not 
building more houses then it is a failed policy no matter however you shift the deckchairs. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  If you have got 100,000 households on the waiting list and you have priority 
needs then you have to think about how that is going to be met too. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  Yes, but would you not say that, if in meeting those needs, we end up with 
fewer homes we are just stoking up even more problems for the future?  The problem in London has 
been we have not been building enough houses.  It is as simple as that.  Irrespective of whether or not 
they are council houses, housing association houses or privately rented houses we have not been 
building enough houses. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  One of London’s 
problems is it is very difficult for first time buyers to get going.  There is a need for a whole range of 
housing to be provided in London. 
 



Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Sure.  I do not disagree with that but we are trying to talk about particular 
areas. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  We talked about 
uncertainty.  I do not know how the HCA is going to react when we go in with our proposals.   
 
I also do not know what is going to come forward.  There are some very differing views about.  Some 
associations are saying - and I think you were told this last week - they are going to be putting forward 
smaller programmes.  Others are saying they believe that numbers will be there.  It may be there are 
other associations, G15 and others, that are contributing. 
 
I do not know what the HCA’s reaction will be.  I imagine that it will be wanting to try to wring as much 
resource from us as it possibly can to generate the money.  I have to say I have a vision of the HCA 
with a baseball bat at the meeting.  We are long term businesses and we are here for the long term.  
We have got a social purpose and we want to carry on delivering that social purpose into the future. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I think the HCA will want the grant to go as far as possible.   
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Absolutely.  CLG and, in effect, the Mayor will because he 
will be taking responsibility for those contracts from April 2011. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  That can be at odds with some of the other dimensions we have been talking 
about.   
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  If the new rent levels go through and it is going to be 80% of the market rent, 
how do you think that is going to change the social structure  of your tenants? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  I would emphasise that 
it is ‚up to‛ [80%]. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  Whatever, it is going to increase, isn’t it? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  We have been saying 
that associations could well be looking at broadly the same rents for larger family homes as now 
because they will not be affordable.  If we cannot make them work there is no point. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  Who therefore will be living in the bulk of your tenancies which, presumably, are 
one bedroom and two bedroom flats?  Is it going to be a different kind of person? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  The requirement is that 
we are offering them to local authority nominations and the Government’s intention is that they should 
be the same people.  That is one of the areas that was of concern to us.  We thought that there was 
room for housing more working households at slightly higher rents.  We were arguing for some of our 
homes being let on a slightly different basis from how they had been in the immediate past. 
 
Frankly, I do not know what is going to happen and that is one of the concerns for us.  The thing to 
emphasise is that we have a social purpose.  It is curious that sometimes, with smaller homes, they are 
quite difficult to let; the very small ones.  We will have to see how we work with local authorities.  They 
will all be looking at their waiting lists and reviewing them.  That is part of the plans into the future.  
We are going to have to be working with local authorities to talk about who they nominate into our 
homes. 
 
I, frankly, cannot really answer your question.  It is a very small turnover of accommodation.  Peabody’s 
turnover is around 2.5% a year so this could take a long time to change the balance of our users. 
 



Tony Arbour (AM):  Is Peabody, with that level of turnover, typical of the other members of the 
G15? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  No, we are not.  There 
are one or two of us that have those sorts of low levels of turnover.  Most people are operating at a 
higher 5% to 7% turnover. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  Do you have a view on this, Alan, because does the Mayor not want greater 
social mix and, maybe, this will create that? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I do not think of itself, necessarily - for the reasons Steve 
[Howlett] has said and we discussed earlier - the affordable rented will change the mix of people being 
nominated as tenancies.  The Government’s intention is this is not an intermediate rent mid market 
offer.  This is not an offer for people on middle incomes.  This is an offer to people who would 
otherwise go on the social rented housing and, if they cannot afford the rent, that is what housing 
benefit is for.  It is a fundamental shift to subsidy for the individual and not subsidy for bricks and 
mortar.  That is the concept behind it.  The local authority does not, necessarily, need to change who 
they are going to allocate to those properties.  Having said that, some local authorities will. 
 
Going alongside this, as I said, is the consultation, Fairer Future1 published about how local authorities 
can change their allocation policies and have much more flexibility about whom they nominate.  Local 
authorities will react to the affordable rented model in different ways in different boroughs and they 
will nominate slightly different people in different boroughs to those homes.  Of itself it will not, 
necessarily, change that mix. 
 
It may create other problems with it - what people perceive about benefit dependency and the 
difficulty of getting into employment if you are facing a higher rent rather than a social rent - but 
there is, alongside this philosophical view in the Government that subsidy should follow individuals and 
not be invested in grant.  There is also the view, taking some interpretations of the sort of evidence 
Hills2 is producing, that social rented housing does not help people into employment and some of the 
policy thinkers in Government who have formed this are thinking a subsidised rent is not a stepping 
stone into employment at all.  Whether you agree or not with that view is another matter but this 
informs the shift in perception of how you subsidise affordable housing. 
 
Go back again to the points Stephen Wilcox was making here last week, when he was saying that there 
was this value for money assessment people were doing about how do you invest subsidised social 
housing?  Is it subsidising individuals into affordable housing?  Is it through grant or is it, instead, 
through personal transportable subsidies?  At the moment, the Government seems to have accepted 
that putting large sums of money into grant is not the most effective way of meeting peoples’ 
affordable housing needs.  Instead, they should be primarily through personal subsidy.  One can 
disagree with that but that seems to be the philosophy. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  So you have got one department thinking that and another department 
wanting to cut the personal subsidy, and other departments all taking the strain so it is shifting debt all 
over the place and to the housing associations. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It is, as we have said a number of times, a period of flux. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  You are agreeing! 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  Something has to be done. 
 

                                                 
1 Local decisions: a fairer future for social housing, Department for Communities and Local Government November 2010 
2 Ends and means: the future roles of social housing in England, John Hills, Centre for Analysis of Social Exclusion 
 



Nicky Gavron (Chair):  We could re-prioritise housing of course. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The key thing the Mayor is hanging on to, and the 
Government and the HCA, is Andrew Boff’s point; in the end the important thing is building the homes 
because we have not built enough homes.  There probably are very few homes in London that are still 
the same tenure as when they were built.  They probably changed two or three tenures over their 
lifetime.  Getting the homes to house people is the key thing.  How they get treated over the 
subsequent 20, 30, 40 or 150 years of their life is another matter altogether. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  The Mayor said lots of good things in his Housing Strategy about 
raising environmental standards and that sort of thing but now, of course, there is going to be a lot of 
pressure because providers are going to want to maximise the number of homes built and I think there 
will be challenges on raising the environmental standards.  How are you going to deal with that? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  This is always a challenge.  It is a perennial challenge.  If 
there is a lot of money or less.  I suppose when there is less money it becomes sharper.  It is the same 
discussion Mike Tuffrey was raising earlier about do you build more cheaply to get more or do you 
build things of poorer standards because you get more?  It is the same discussion that has been 
haunting affordable house building since the Second World War.  It has been a constant concern about 
numbers versus quality. 
 
The Mayor’s view - this Mayor and the previous Mayor - is you do not sacrifice quality for quantity.  
Perhaps the current Mayor is less likely to quote Bevan [Aneurin Bevan, former Deputy Leader of the 
Labour Party] on it but they both had the view that, in the end, it is better to wait a little bit and get 
good stuff than build ugly stuff and then regret it for the rest of your life.  The Mayor has published 
now the Housing Design Guide which captures the key things you want to see for new build homes in 
terms of eco standards as well as a whole series of quality issues.  That will also become London Plan 
policy when that is adopted.  It will apply to the market sector as well as to the affordable sector.  We 
have made it very clear in our prospectus we do not expect bids from RSLs to come in that do not meet 
those standards. 
 
Now, clearly, that is going to be quite a tough negotiation over the next few months but we do think, 
although it is problematic this quality versus number trade off, and putting higher design standards in 
adds to the cost of development, it is a cost that the Mayor thinks is worth paying.  Given the huge 
variation in financial viability caused by the affordable rental model this, to some extent, gets a bit lost 
in the mix.  The affordable rented model is creating such a flux that having this here is not as big an 
issue as it perhaps was under the last system where, predominantly, you were funding it through grant.  
We will still hold to those standards which were published in the Design Guide and we expect new 
builds to be at those standards, but we wait to see what comes out of negotiations. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  You are going to tough it out?  You are not going to lower the 
standards at all? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  There is no intention at the moment to. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  It makes life harder for people who live in the lower environmentally 
friendly homes because they have to pay more in heating and so on.  You are going to tough it out? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  At this point we want to hold to those design standards.  It 
is very clear in the prospectus that we expect to see the design standards to be met.  By the time those 
contracts are agreed with the housing associations the London Plan should be published and adopted 
anyway, in which case it will be a requirement for all developments, not just the affordable ones. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  What about the Decent Homes work?  Are there going to be higher 
environmental standards applied to that over the next four years? 



 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Some of the work we wanted to do looking at the higher 
eco standards on retrofitting would have required significant sums of money which were just not 
available for Decent Homes.  I have to say, personally, I was surprised that Government retained as 
much funding for Decent Homes as it did.  Given the level of cuts that there were with the rest of the 
programmes, the Government was quite generous with the Decent Homes programme and London got 
a very good shake out of that, getting more than 50% of the available pot nationally, which is well 
above our share of the Decent Homes backlog in London. 
 
Over and above that there is very little additional funding to do environmental retrofitting to those 
homes.  We would expect local authorities, when they do their Decent Homes work, as many already 
have, to try to retrofit them with environmental initiatives at the same time but we cannot guarantee 
that will happen to the extent that we might like. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Some councils have scrapped it already.  The thing is the Mayor is not 
going to meet his carbon emission reduction targets if this work does not happen, so there is that sort 
of pressure as well. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  There is. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  You are going to be tough. 
 
Steve O’Connell (AM):  To take a contrary view of course, you are saying you are going to tough this 
out.  The toughing out, surely, will mean fewer homes built?  I am not conflating size standards, which 
is one thing, with perhaps environmental eco friendly add ons that Jenny would dearly love to see on 
all the homes, no doubt.  Surely your view will lead to fewer homes being built for the people that 
need them? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  If you build homes in London rather than Cumbria you build 
fewer homes.  If you build homes that are family sized, you build fewer homes.  If you build homes of 
good quality, rather than bad quality, you build fewer homes.  All those are true.  Absolutely right.  It is 
worth hanging on and building homes where you need them, even though it is more expensive, at the 
size you need them and the quality you need them.  Otherwise you end up regretting for the rest of 
your time what you spent your money on. 
 
Steve O’Connell (AM):  Isn’t that an almost lazy cover to say, ‚We’ll fit in with the enviro lobby and 
so we’ll keep them happy to make it sustainable carbon friendly and all that sort of stuff‛?  This very 
lucky family has this wonderful building that is four bedroom and is fantastic, carbon friendly, eco 
friendly - there are some lovely homes in Sutton of course that do such a thing and I would commend 
them.  They get their home but the cost of that is another family here does not get housed.  Is that 
right? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It is always the cost of building homes - larger homes cost 
more.  Homes in areas where you need them cost more.  Homes of better standards cost more.  It is an 
inevitability.  There is a trade off there.  The former Mayor and the current Mayor could have gone for 
higher eco standards and could have gone for higher design standards and bigger space standards.  
You make a trade off when you look at the impact on development.  We did a lot of work for the 
Housing Design Guide looking at the impact on development of various standards and they were all 
tweaked and tweaked and tweaked again until we thought the compromise was a reasonable one to 
make. 
 
Steve O’Connell (AM):  There is probably a happy middle ground to be met which is your aspiration. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  We do not want people to live in slums.   
 



Steve O’Connell (AM):  Chair, we are not conflating that.  We are not talking about that at all.  I am 
making sure that there are appropriate good homes for all our people. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  How can you do that? 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  How are you going to do it, Steve? 
 
Steve O’Connell (AM):  You do not stick a windmill on the top. 
 
Navin Shah (AM):  Surely energy efficient buildings or dwellings with better space standards etc are 
not add ons.  They are about quality of accommodation.  That is what we want to provide.  We do not 
want to end up with a large number of units which are sub-standard.  Building regulations will not 
allow dwellings which are not energy efficient but it is not an add on; it is what we want Londoners to 
have in terms of proper homes.  Not sub-standard homes. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  I want to add on to that I like what you are saying in the Design Guide.  You 
are keeping the environmental policies and you are keeping the space standards.  You are keeping the 
play standards for kids?  It is in the London Plan and it is in the Housing Strategy as well. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I cannot remember if it is in the Design Guide.  I apologise.  
I should remember that, Chair.  I will check. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Perhaps it is not in the Design Guide but I think it is. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I should know that.  I apologise for not knowing it. 
 
Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  You can let us know. 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Obviously we will be 
putting forward proposals meeting the requirements that are laid down by the HCA and the Mayor.  It 
is quite right there is a cost that will lead to smaller numbers.  Our wish is that it applied to the private 
sector as well because you could then see a better chance of it being reflected in the residual land 
value which is one thing I would say. 
 
Can I emphasise that housing associations have never received a penny of money from the Government 
for Decent Homes.  We have funded it ourselves.  Alan mentioned the Decent Homes money.  None of 
that has come into housing associations and, frankly, we would rather that that money came from new 
housing, rather than Decent Homes. 
 
Can I leave you with a bit of good news?  On the environmental agenda, many associations in London 
are really doing things at the moment.  I can only cite Peabody but we are proceeding with installing 
solar electricity panels on 12,500 houses and blocks in London with an investment of £23 million which 
is funded through the Government’s clean energy cash back scheme.  These will lead to fuel savings for 
residents.  Where they have got them they will get free electricity during the day.  We are selling the 
electricity back to the grid and saving 3,000 tonnes of carbon per year on Peabody properties alone. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Well done.  Is that using the feed-in tariff? 
 
Steve Howlett (Chief Executive, Peabody Trust and Chair, G15 group):  Yes, that is the feed-in 
tariff.  Most are doing it.  I only know what Peabody is doing.  This is a major move.  We are all trying 
to get it through before the 2012 deadline. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  So you will meet the 2012 deadline and this Government ought to be keeping 
it too. 
 



Andrew Boff (AM):  Can I understand from what Alan Benson was saying we have basically got a 
sliding scale?  We have got Poundbury at one end and we have got Robin Hood Gardens at the other 
end.  You have just got to adjust your resources depending on which one you want? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I prefer Robin Hood Gardens, personally! 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  On the London Plan can I just go back?  Is the policy about affordable family 
housing, Policy 1(c)  The Mayor has actually staked a lot on doing something about affordable family 
housing.  I want to know what do you think is going to happen in terms of policy on this? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  In the London Plan policy? 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Yes, or Housing Strategy policy.  The London Plan and the Housing Strategy 
have to be aligned. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  That is not the London Plan it  is the Housing Strategy 
policy.  That will still apply.  We will need to revise the Housing Strategy policy anyway, as I said 
before.  There is no change in the Mayor’s commitment to the overall delivery of affordable housing 
and the numbers of affordable housing are still required and for the mix of them to be predominantly 
family housing.  The priority has to be family housing.  What changes -- 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  There is no change at the moment. 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  No, there is no change at the moment.  What changes of 
course is, the mix of social intermediate and this new affordable rented product.  If that settles down 
and becomes the dominant product then that mix changes.  The core elements of the need for 13,000 
affordable housing units in a year does not change. The  core element of the priority within that to be 
family housing has not changed either; that will not change within the Housing Strategy policy or the 
London Plan policy. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  How will you make sure that gets delivered? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Again, as part of our negotiations with the housing 
associations, as we will require with the Design Standards, we will be even more rigorous absolutely on 
getting a mix of family size housing because that is the most difficult thing we think to deliver and we 
need to get the message across very clearly both to local authorities and to housing associations and 
development partners that that family size mix is a key component in the delivery of the programme. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Andrew Boff’s overcrowding report3 alerted me to something I had not known 
before which is that when we say we want 42% to be three bedroom plus most that are coming 
through are three bedroom.  You do not get the ‘plus’.  One of the recommendations he makes is you 
have got to have a target for four bedroom and five bedroom as well as three bedroom.  What is your 
response to that? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  We went through that.  We had a long discussion with 
Andrew Boff when he was doing his rapporteurship on this.  I went through this in the last investment 
round; whether we should set targets for three, four and five etc above or just the three bedroom plus 
one.  In the end the settlement made under the last administration was it would have been too 
complex, difficult and a bit of a hair shirt both for the Housing Corporation, as was, and the housing 
associations to set those detailed targets above three bedroom.  You put a three bedroom target it is 
easy to manage and easy to monitor and then try to encourage them to deliver more.  Experience has 
shown - as this report identified - that the majority of homes got built as three bedroom and did not 
get built as larger and people used it as a way of delivering that. 

                                                 
3 Crowded Houses: overcrowding in London’s social rented housing, London Assembly Planning and Housing Committee, 
March 2011 



 
The question would be then do you revisit that this time round in the Strategy and have tighter targets 
for levels above that or do you find another mechanism to do it?  It would be difficult now on the 
affordable rented model to have even tighter targets than we currently do.  The affordable rented 
model is going to be a four year contract with Steve [Howlett] and his colleagues and you want them 
to be very high level indicators of what you want to deliver.  If you get detailed monitoring mixed into 
that I think it would be more difficult this time than under the last programme and under the last 
Mayor when we did not do it.  I would be thinking it would be unlikely we would go down that route.  
It would be resisted by the HCA nationally and RSLs quite strongly because it would become a very 
complex set of handcuffs on their contracts when they want contracts to be as broad as possible over 
those few years. 
 
You want to talk about them signing a contract agreeing to deliver three or four years hence on a site 
they have never seen or have not even got in their minds yet and to define exactly what they should 
have in their sights is a very different thing to ask them to do. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  Some of them will be coming in - you said there were three products.  There 
is this new product.  Then there is the social rented.  That is not a subset of affordable rent, is it? 
 
Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  No, but it is an overall programme they are delivering. 
 
Nicky Gavron (Chair):  So you could still put targets into that?  I want to say thank you very, very 
much to you both.  You have both given us a great deal to mull over.  Thank you very, very much.   
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